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Becoming a Deal Broker!
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Welcome BACK - Big Dogs!
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The Big Dog Model...
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Today’s Training
1.The Deal Broker Business 
2.Marketing to Buyers
3.The Wealthy Finder - Bonus
4.The Truth About Wholesaling
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The Deal Broker 
‣Simple Business:
‣Step 1: Negotiate leads into contracts

‣Step 2: Sell contracts to investors for $$

‣Earn ~$5000/contract

‣Earn up to $120K/yr while learning to 
master the 2nd most critical skill of 
real estate investors (negotiating)

5
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The Truth??
‣Why would someone 
PAY you $5000 just 
for a contract??
‣Because investors 
prefer to spend their 
time doing deals 
(rather than 
negotiating deals)
‣It’s normal for 
investors (like me) to 
pay $5000/contract
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BTW: It costs $10 to get a contract 
and you TERMINATE IT if you can’t 

find an investor buyer
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The Whole Truth...
‣The Investors are Making More than the 
Deal Broker!
‣For example
‣Every contract bought, generates a deal

‣Average deal generates $15,000+ in profits 
‣ For experienced Big Dogs (like me) the profit is closer to 

$25,000

‣Any investor will pay $5K to make $15K+
‣Hint: The Big Dog works less and makes 
more because he has Lead Brokers and 
Deal Brokers doing the work...
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How To?
‣Negotiate leads (you’re already generating 
from prior modules)
‣Sell contracts to investors (you already 
networking with from prior modules)
‣Wanna make more $$ - more leads!
‣New Skills:
‣Negotiating: Left Brain and Right Brain Close Script (module 3)
‣ Simple cash contract (module 3)

‣With 20 leads, a few phone calls, and a few 
mouse-clicks, you can be making >$5000/mo 
with one deal...
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Benefits!
‣Master 2nd most important REI Skill
‣Get paid to become master of REI negotiating!

‣Make (more) fast cash
‣Build the ultimate buyer’s list
‣Future buyers, partners, leaders, movers & shakers!

‣Even if you are already “an investor”: 
investing at this level will reinforce the 
key foundational skill of negotiating, 
while making you more $$, and 
establishing relationships (you will need)
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Deal Broker Details...
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Deal Brokering = Wholesaling

‣Wholesaling is often considered a 
“beginner” strategy, because it 
requires no money, but the truth is that 
it requires a very high level of expertise
‣Marketing

‣Sales and Negotiating

‣Analysis and Due Diligence

‣By mastering wholesaling, you will 
master the foundational skills needed 
for many different strategies 

11
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Equity Mapping
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Strategy Overview

Just Get Property 
Under Contract 

No Money!!

Assignment of 
Contract

Simultaneous Close

$500 - $5K 
(small deal)

$10,000 - $25,000
(medium deal)

$25K+ 
(large deal)

Risk

No Risk. No Money. 

Reward $ Needed

13
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Strategy Benefits 
‣Benefits to Investor
‣ Practically no barriers to entry - The Ultimate $0 money down investing strategy
‣ All the reward and none of the risk
‣ Generates Quick Cash
‣ You found it, but you are only in the deal long enough to get paid
‣ Great way to gain experience without taking on any of the risks of the remodel or 

the market
‣ Having the deal creates the opportunity to Network & Partner up later on

‣Benefits to Seller
‣ Sell the house As-Is with a Quick Closing to a Cash Buyer 
‣ No Realtors, no showing the house over and over again
‣ No long option periods, buyer repairs/concessions, lending issues
‣ No hassles of renovating or selling themselves

‣Benefits to Buyer
‣ They get a great deal and they didn’t have to do the marketing to find it

14
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Anatomy of a Wholesale
1.Do marketing & find property
2.Negotiate & get it under contract
3.Assign the contract to cash buyer (or 
do a simultaneous close)

4.Get paid (on the HUD-1)
5.Rinse & Repeat

15
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Step-by-Step - Wholesale Example
‣ Marketing: 

‣ Place a bandit signs in your target area, send a postcard to non-owner occupants, or buy a lead from lead service
‣ Capture lead on website/REIMatcher and call seller (auto-responder sends follow-up)

‣ Sales & Negotiation: 
‣ If seller does not answer your call - Assign “trying to reach you” auto-responder
‣ Otherwise, conduct interview: find out motivation/reason for selling, condition/repairs needed
‣ Express your interest in buying (always)

‣ Analysis & Due Diligence
‣ Do your due diligence to figure out value using comparable houses (or tax records for quick and dirty analysis)
‣ Utilize REI Scoreboard to determine if you have a deal

‣ Make a preliminary offer on the phone
‣ If YES or Close:  Set up appointment to see the home. Assign Auto-responder. Generate offer with Contract Generator.
‣ If NO, assign a “Not Now” auto-responder to follow-up (keeps pinging them for a year)

‣ Meet with the seller at the house, estimate repairs (on the spot), adjust offer if necessary, sign 
agreement, put your lockbox on house
‣ Optional: You can send contract with contract generator

‣ Take (send) contract to title company (or closing agent) and let them know deal will be assigned
‣ Market the Property to buyers

‣ Post deal in REIMatcher (will send to your buyers list, and syndicate to 250 websites to reach other buyers)
‣ Reach out to your buyer’s list: real estate club members, hard money lenders, etc. to shop property

‣ Meet potential end buyers at property or just send them with combo code
‣ Negotiate your wholesale fee with end buyer & sign Assignment Fee agreement

16
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Marketing* for Wholesales

17

Offline Strategies                        & Online Strategies                      & 

Search Engine Opt.
Pay Per Click
Social Media

Blogs & Curation
Online Advertising

Paid Lead Service
Affiliate Marketing

Website
REImatcher.com

Bandit Signs

Networking 
Referrals

Newspaper 
Mass Media

Business Cards
Letters of Intent

Door Hangers
Direct Mail

Driving for Dollars
Magnetic Signs

Personal Network
Bird Dogs

Door Knocking
REO & HUD F/C’s

The MLS

For Sale By Owner (FSBO)

* See supplementary AIO Training
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Profile of a Motivated Seller
‣ Job Loss 
‣Behind on Payments 
(mortgage, taxes, etc.)
‣Facing Foreclosure
‣No $ to make repairs
‣Doesn’t want to use a 
Realtor

18

‣Divorcing
‣Probate
‣Out of Town
‣Bankruptcy
‣Sick of being a landlord
‣Etc

If you can’t uncover the MOTIVATION and there’s no NEED to 
sell, only a DESIRE to sell, it’ll be difficult to make a deal 
where the investor can profit
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Interview Scripts
‣After You’ve gotten to know the seller and 
their reason for selling, then you can start with 
the Interview Scripts*
‣The Interview Scripts consists of several parts:
‣Home Information

‣ Address, neighborhood, beds, baths, sq ft, etc.

‣ Loan(s) Information
‣ Amount owed, interest rate, monthly payment, age of loan, PITI, current/behind, etc.

‣ Repair Information
‣ Carpet, paint, roof, electrical, plumbing, HVAC, foundation, etc.

‣Get their bottom line, Make your Offer, Negotiate, & Close

‣Marketing Information
‣ How did they hear about you? What compelled them to call?

19
* See supplementary AIO Training
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Sales & Negotiating*
‣Build the relationship, develop the 
connection
‣Understand their needs and 
motivation
‣Fast, Cash, No Closing Costs, No 
realtors, no retail buyers with loans, 
Avoid Foreclosure, etc.

20
* See supplementary AIO Training
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‣Right Brain: Bottom Line Close
‣Left Brain: By The Numbers Close
‣Least Worst Close
‣Atomic Bomb Close
‣Dream Tenant Close
‣Definition of Insanity Close
‣May I Have Another Close
‣Keep the Deed Close
‣Combo Close
‣Magic Close
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Top Closing & Negotiating Strategy
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Offer Formulas
‣Maximum Allowable Offer (MAO) 
Formula: 
‣70% of After Repair Value (ARV) minus repairs minus Your 

Fee

‣Definitions:
‣Maximum Allowable Offer: This is the most you can afford to 

offer the seller on his/her property and make a profit for 
yourself.
‣After Repair Value: This is what a property would be worth in 

today’s market after any and all necessary repairs and 
improvements have been made.  This is the value that an 
investor would reasonably list his/her property on the MLS 
after all repairs have been made.

22
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Offer Example
‣Maximum Allowable Offer (MAO) 
Example: 
‣ARV: $100K, Repairs: $25K, Your Fee: $5K

‣MAO = $100K x 70% minus $25K minus $5K = $40K

‣Note: If you are wholesaling, you will 
reduce your offer by the amount of 
your wholesale fee:
‣Using the above example, if you want to make $5K on the 

deal, then you can only afford to offer $40K because the 
person you are wholesaling it to will also want a 70% deal

23
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Advanced Offers & Variations

‣Don’t stray from the MAO Formula 
until you have a few deals under your 
belt
‣Once you feel comfortable, you can:
‣Adjust offers for time value of money

‣Adjust offers for renovation risks

‣Adjust offers if you already have a buyer

24

see slide C-7 
from RE-Vol 
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‣Adjust offers for time value of money
‣ You can offer (a little) more for areas with low months of inventory (usually 

central, good parts of town, etc.)
‣ You should offer a little less for areas and properties with high months of 

inventory (farm land, bad parts of town, etc.)
‣ At the very high end and very low end the math gets fuzzy

‣Adjust offers for Renovation Risks
‣ You can pay more for paint/carpet (cosmetic) jobs – because they are quick and 

have little risk
‣ You should pay less for complex (structural) renovations

‣ Anything structural is risky in cost and time

‣ Foundation repair, moving walls, adding square footage, fire damage can all lead to major cost overruns

‣Better yet, pay more if you already have a buyer!  
Especially if you can negotiate a simultaneous close with 
dry funding!

Advanced Offer Formula

25
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Overcoming Objections
‣Go through the numbers:
‣Cost to Buy, Cost to Sell, Property Taxes, Insurance, 
Utilities, Cost of Money, Realtor Commissions, etc.

‣Explain the market conditions

‣Explain the comp’s - show the CMA

‣Explain the Repair estimates - show the bids

26
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Overcoming Objections Script

‣If I stray from my MAO, I won’t be able to help 
other people in similar situations because I’ll be 
bankrupt from overpaying
‣I’m an investor, not a gambler
‣I’m taking the risk of repairs & market changes 
which may force the price down, etc.  
‣There are a lot of unknowns until we get into 
the renovation and until we list it and get retail 
buyer feedback
‣Things always go wrong - additional repairs, 
market downturns, time on market, etc.

27
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Analysis & Due Diligence*
(Will cover this in Week 5)

‣As a Wholesaler, you have to be a semi-
expert at Analysis & Due Diligence:
‣After Repair Value
‣ You have to have comp’s to support the ARV & your wholesale 

price

‣Holding Time
‣Repair Calculation
‣ You have to have an idea of all the work that needs to be done 

and be able to give a realistic estimate of cost

‣Strategy vs. Equity Mapping
‣Prospectus

28
* See supplementary AIO Training
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Finance*
‣Technically, you don’t need financing 
to do wholesaling, but understanding 
financing will help you get a buyer and 
give them more exit options
‣New Investor Strategies
‣ In this stage your focus will be on networking, etiquette, 

sales skills, and even setting up creative financing for 
your end buyer (nothing sells a deal better than terms)

‣Intermediate Investor Strategies
‣Advanced Investor Strategies

29
* See supplementary AIO Training
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Operations* for Wholesaling

‣Accounting
‣Power Team
‣For wholesaling, the most critical Power Team 
Members will be your NETWORK (other investors) and 
secondarily: Realtors & Hard Money Lenders

‣Corporate Structure
‣Business Plan
‣Advanced Business Management
‣Transaction Processing

30
* See supplementary AIO Training
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Papering Up The Deal
(More of this in Week 5)

‣A standard “State Contract” between you 
and the seller will get the property under 
your control
‣A simple “Assignment Agreement” 
between you and the end buyer will 
transfer the contract in exchange for a fee
‣Optional: One-page contract with seller
‣Optional: Standard “State Contract” with 
end buyer if you are doing a double close

31
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Earnest & Option Deposits
‣When you get it under contract with the seller:
‣ Earnest Money Deposit - $10-$100 - as little as possible

‣Option Money - $10 - as little as possible
‣Option Time - 30-90 day option - as long as possible

‣ You may only get 5-10 days

‣When you get it under contract with your end 
buyer:
‣ Earnest Money Deposit - 1% of the sales price or the entire amount 

of your assignment fee - as much as possible

‣Option Money - $100 - as much as possible
‣Option Time - 3-7 day option - as short as possible

‣ Make sure you have enough time to get another buyer, in the event they can’t perform

32
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Alternatives - Take it Down Yourself

‣If you’ve spent some time building your Power 
Team early on, then you may be able to take 
down the deal yourself, here’s what you’ll need:
‣Realtor(s) (Investor Realtor)
‣ You need someone who knows the market, knows the renovation 

needed to compete, takes you to see the comp’s, keeps you in 
check, will hold off on commission until the final closing when you sell

‣Your Own Cash, Hard Money, or Private Money
‣ The great thing about Hard Money Lenders is they’ll tell you whether 

you’ve got a good or bad deal - they don’t want to foreclose on you

‣Contractor(s) - you’ll want multiple bids
‣ Your lender may be able to refer several contractors

33
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Advanced Alternatives - Owner 
Financing

‣If you can negotiate terms (financing) 
with the seller, you can pay more and 
your end buyer can typically pay more
‣There is no hard formula for this, but you might be 
willing to pay up to 5 points more and and interest rate 
of up to 14% because that’s what a hard money lender 
would charge

‣However, our experience has been that even paying 
1-3 points more works
‣ Example: Your MAO is $100K, but you’ll give the seller an additional 

$3K if they’ll carry the note, let you take it sub-to, or wrap it

34
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Advanced Alternatives - Owner 
Financing

‣If you find a “civilian buyer” or even a “rental 
property buyer”, they likely will be prepared to 
pay MORE than an ordinary investor
‣ Civilian buyers could pay up to ARV - repairs!!! (Anderson Mill house)
‣ Rental Property investors might pay 80% ARV - repairs, especially if 

you can give them financing!  (South Austin House)

‣Always post your deal on REIMatcher to 
“syndicate” it out to the masses
‣Always build your buyer’s list and look for these 
“premium buyers”
‣Investing in more desirable areas may yield 
more exit strategies - like these! 

35
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Section 1 Homework 
‣REPEAT: Choose 2 of the 5 marketing 
methods and SEND MARKETING!
‣Ex: Send out 100 letters, 25 bandit signs, call 20 people 
on Craigslist, etc. 

‣Extra Credit: Do 2 more!
‣Tip: If you are using a marketing co-
op, make sure you are a member of 
your own co-op... 

36
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Today’s Training
1.The Deal Broker Business 
2.Marketing to Buyers
3.The Wealthy Finder - Bonus
4.The Truth About Wholesaling

37
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Marketing To Buyers
‣REIMatcher has four (amazing) tools 
to market your deals to buyers
‣1) Direct email marketing to your investor buyer’s list

‣2) Property Syndication

‣3) Direct email marketing to other REIMatcher investors

‣4) Direct email marketing to other REIMatcher 
investor’s buyer’s lists

38
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1) Marketing Directly to Buyer’s List

‣Goto: Sell/Post Property 
For Sale
‣Enter property info for 
property you want to 
sell/assign
‣Profile of property is 
automatically sent to 
your buyer’s list!
‣ For all buyer’s that buy in 

that area

‣Tip: You can also POST 
an existing lead from the 
lead management area

39
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2) Property Syndication
‣REIMatcher 
automatically posts 
your property for 
sale on (up to) 250 
other websites! 
‣This will attract 
buyers for this deal, 
and future deals!
‣Helps build your 
network!

40

Property Syndication
To 250 Websites
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Configuring Property Syndication

‣Goto: Admin/Property 
Syndication
‣Determine where you 
want to advertise 
(default is everywhere)
‣Note: If you have a 
Facebook account 
(recommended) -> 
Property is 
automatically 
syndicated there!!

41
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Configuring Property Syndication - 
Social Media

‣REIMatcher will 
automatically post 
properties you want to 
sell to all of your 
Facebook friends!
‣Goto: Admin/Social 
Media
‣Paste in the links to 
your Facebook page
‣Paste in the link to your 
twitter page
‣That’s it!

42
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3) Marketing To Other REIMatcher 
Investors

‣REIMatcher 
automatically posts 
your property for sale 
to other REIMatcher 
investors
‣All REIMatcher 
investors have a 
“buyer profile” to 
determine what deals 
they want
‣Edit yours at: Admin/
My Buyer Profiles

43
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4) Direct email marketing to other 
REIMatcher investor’s buyer’s lists

‣REIMatcher automatically 
posts your property for 
sale to other REIMatcher 
investors BUYER’s LIST
‣The emails are not from 
you, but from that 
subscriber
‣This means if another REIM 
subscriber finds a match, 
he can call you to discuss 
partnering
‣Tip: This is a really great 
reason to build a massive 
buyer’s list!

44

Buyer’s List

REIM Investor Bob

REIM Investor Joe

Deal

Deal From Joe

Deal From Bob
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Deal Broker Example

REIM Investor

Investor Site

Seller 
Site

Investors (Buyers)
Investor 

Community
Investors (Sellers/

Wholesalers)

REIM Investor

1

Property Syndication
To 250 Websites

3

3

4

6

2

2

Civilian Motivated Sellers

16

5
7

9

8

10 11

12

13

14

15

And so on...
Note: The REIM Investor  did 

nothing but add his buyers and 
market for sellers! The system 

exposes his wholesales to other 
investors and sends emails to all 

of the buyers...
45
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Section 2 Homework 
‣Create a Facebook account (if you 
don’t have one already)
‣Optional: If you prefer, build a separate Facebook fan-
page for your investor friends

‣Update your social media settings 
(paste the link) in REIMatcher (Admin/
Social Media)
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Today’s Training
1.The Deal Broker Business 
2.Marketing to Buyers
3.The Wealthy Finder - Bonus
4.The Truth About Wholesaling
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The Wealthy Finder
‣Bonus Training
‣I also co-authored a 
short book on being 
a Deal Broker
‣We’ve included this 
with the Big Dog 
program...
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The Wealthy Finder
‣Access via 
REIMatcher
‣REIMatcher/
Training/Wealthy 
Finder
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‣Quick read book
‣Simple wholesaling 
system
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Section 3 Homework
‣Read The Wealthy Finder
‣Try The 3 Marketing Campaigns
‣Craigslist Ad

‣Yellow Letter to Absentee Owners

‣Yellow Wholesaling Postcard
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Today’s Training
1.The Deal Broker Business 
2.Marketing to Buyers
3.The Wealthy Finder - Bonus
4.The Truth About Wholesaling
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The Truth About Deal Brokering

‣It’s actually an “advanced” strategy 
and not a “beginner” strategy
‣Requires massive/effective marketing to find deals

‣Requires expert negotiating skills

‣Requires expertise in contracts

‣Requires vast network of cash buyers for exit

‣Big Dogs - are the best Deal Brokers
‣Case Study: HomeVestors...
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The Truth About Deal Brokering

‣Do un-doable deals - by finding 
“premium buyers”
‣Other Wholesalers - Pay 50-65%

‣Other Investors - pay 70% 

‣Desperate Investors - Pay 75 - 85% 

‣Sweat Equity Investors - Pay 75-85%

‣Rental Buyers - Pay (80-90%) for location they want

‣Hedge Fund (rental property) Buyers - Pay 90%+

‣Homestead buyers - Pay (almost) retail
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The Truth About Deal Brokering

‣Beware of Wholesale Buyers
‣Most investor buyers... are actually wholesalers posing as 

buyers... 

‣They will tell you they want your deal... and waste your 
(option) time while trying to find another investor to flip to

‣Never works

‣Tell buyers: “My contract is not assignable...are you the 
actual end cash buyer?”

‣Tip: When you start buying with cash, 
you can FUD your competition by 
warning sellers about wholesalers... 
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The Truth About Deal Brokering

‣It only takes ONE great buyer!
‣Once you find a real buyer, doing lots of deals, with 
cash, that actually buys fast, you may be set for life

‣Example: Silverleaf, Whispering Creek, Woodridge, and 
Hyde Park house - all sold to same end buyer within a 1 
year period
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Section 4 Homework
‣Identify (another) 10 (investor) 
prospects for joining your buyer’s list 
(and marketing co-op)
‣Call your 10 (additional) prospects!

‣Tip: By now... you recognize that Big 
Dog = Relational Capital. 
‣Net worth = network

‣Go back to week 1 and review “relational capital” if 
you need a little boost... 
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Review
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Section 1 Homework 
‣REPEAT: Choose 2 of the 5 marketing 
methods and SEND MARKETING!
‣Ex: Send out 100 letters, 25 bandit signs, call 20 people 
on Craigslist, etc. 

‣Extra Credit: Do 2 more!
‣Tip: If you are using a marketing co-
op, make sure you are a member of 
your own co-op... 
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Section 2 Homework 
‣Create a Facebook account (if you 
don’t have one already)
‣Optional: If you prefer, build a separate Facebook fan-
page for your investor friends

‣Update your social media settings 
(paste the link) in REIMatcher (Admin/
Social Media)
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Section 3 Homework
‣Read The Wealthy Finder
‣Try The 3 Marketing Campaigns
‣Craigslist Ad

‣Yellow Letter to Absentee Owners

‣Yellow Wholesaling Postcard
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Section 4 Homework
‣Identify (another) 10 (investor) 
prospects for joining your buyer’s list 
(and marketing co-op)
‣Call your 10 (additional) prospects!

‣Tip: By now... you recognize that Big 
Dog = Relational Capital. 
‣Net worth = network

‣Go back to week 1 and review “relational capital” if 
you need a little boost... 
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Accountability
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‣Your Accountability Concierge, will be 
checking up on you - if not maybe you 
need to check in!
‣Please have your homework 
completed before next week!
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Next Week
‣Base Camp 2, Continued
‣Analysis and Due Diligence!
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